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Flamy Summer and Winter Evenings with the  

Hurricane Lantern Feuerhand Baby Special 276 

The Feuerhand hurricane lantern is a classic. For 125 years now, it brings reliable, safe, warm light into the dark. 

With its easy handling and being available in various colours, the lantern is perfect for convivial times. The 

hurricane lantern Feuerhand Baby Special 276 is still manufactured in Germany and, thus, proudly carries the 

quality grade „Made in Germany “. 

 

For decades, the Feuerhand hurricane lantern has been used as light in traffic, on 

construction sites or on the open sea and still reliably does its job. Nowadays, it sees 

a revival as convivial light source. The Feuerhand hurricane lantern is a piece of 

German industry history enlightening garden and terrace. Feuerhand brings its 

hurricane lantern in a wide range of modern colours on the market and the colourful 

lanterns provide a cosy atmosphere outdoors. The combination of various colours has 

its special charm and the use of several lanterns at a time provides for a light 

decoration that unites tradition and modernity.  

 

The Feuerhand Baby Special 276 is made of zinc galvanized steel which makes it 

especially resistant to corrosion.  The colourful versions are additionally powder-

coated. The heat-resistant and break-proof Schott Suprax glass of the Feuerhand 

hurricane lantern protects the flame from wind and weather, making the 

Feuerhand Baby Special 276 the perfect outdoor companion. Thanks to the 

proven design of the burner, the kerosene consumption is very low and one 

filling lasts up to 20 hours. The light can be dimmed by adjusting the wick. Filled 

with pure kerosene, the lamp does not soot. The packaging clearly shows the 

appreciation for the tradition of the world-famous hurricane lantern: To this day, 

the Feuerhand Baby Special 276 is delivered in the protective Feuerhand paper 

bag with its original design. www.feuerhand.com 

  

http://www.feuerhand.com/


About Feuerhand 

Feuerhand is a traditional brand whose roots go back to 1893. Since 

then, fire and flames have always been in the centre. The engineers 

Hermann and Ernst Nier once made German industry history with 

the automated production of the Feuerhand kerosene hurricane 

lantern. Since then, the classic has been used in homes worldwide 

providing people with warm, reliable and safe light. Tradition and 

modernity are united in new products Feuerhand offers. Since 2014, 

Feuerhand is part of the Petromax group and their products can be 

acquired through a well-developed international network of 

specialised retailers with currently more than 3,000 shops as well as 

the online shop. Petromax' management consists of Jonas Taureck 

and Dr. Pia Christin Taureck. 
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